We suggest an amalgamation of communication based programming (centred on sessions) and object oriented programming, whereby sessions between concurrent threads are amalgamated with methods. In our proposal threads consist of the execution of session bodies on objects and communicate with each other through asynchronously sending/receiving objects on channels. The choice on how to respond to a session request is based on the name of the request and the class of the object receiving the request, the choice on how to continue a session is made on the basis of the class of the object sent/received. Sessions can be delegated to other sessions, although session themselves are not first class objects.
Introduction
The notion of session as a language construct for communication based programming and an associated type discipline (session types) are introduced in [16] . Session types (see also [21] ) or channel contracts [11] are a way of controlling communications between parallel threads which support lightweight descriptions of protocols. This is achieved by giving types to communication channels, in terms of the types of values sent or received, e.g., the type ?int.!bool expresses that an integer will be received and then a boolean value will be sent. A session involves channels of dual session type, thus guaranteeing, that after a session has started, the values sent and received will be of the appropriate type.
Sessions and session types have been introduced into several different settings, i.e. for variants of the π-calculus [1, 13, 15, 16, 21] , for CORBA [22] , for functional languages [14, 23] , for boxed ambients [12] , for the W3C standard description language for Web Services CDL [3, 5, 17, 20, 24] , and for object oriented programming languages [6, [8] [9] [10] . In the Singularity OS [11] C# has been extended with channel communication across threads which is governed by channel contracts, and verified against state machine descriptions. In Figure 1 we compare "traditional" sessions [9, 16, 23] and "traditional" methods from object oriented languages, with the "amalgamated" session/methods as in SAM g . Sessions are invoked on threads in a manner similar to the Ada rendez-vous, and execution starts when two threads reach a certain point in their execution, where they can "serve" the session. The body is determined by the rest of the expression currently run by the thread, and is executed concurrently with the requesting thread. Sessions allow communication of any number of values in any direction. On the other hand, methods are invoked on an object, the body to run is determined by the class of the receiving object, execution is immediate, and takes place in the same thread as the request, and it supports any number of inputs, followed by computation, followed by one output.
In SAM g we have "amalgamated" sessions/methods, which, for brevity, we shall call sessions from now on. Invocation takes place on an object (e.g., a customer asks to withdraw money from a particular ATM machine), and execution takes place immediately, and concurrently with the requesting thread. The body is determined by the class of the receiving object (e.g., the ATM services the withdrawal request according to its class definition), and any number of communications interleaved with computation are possible.
We believe that the above amalgamated model of session naturally reflects our intuition of services. Furthermore, it can neatly encode "standard" methods.
We now list the features of SAM g :
• Generic classes have fields and session bodies. Session bodies are selected based on the object classes.
• SAM g is multi-threaded, and communication is asynchronous.
• At every step, in each thread, there is one single active channel on which communications are performed.
• A thread may make a session request through e.s < T > {e } , where e is an expression denoting an object, s is a sessions of its class and T are the actual type parameters; then, e is evaluated to a value v , and the session body of s in v class (with the formal type parameters instantiated by T) is executed concurrently with e , introducing a new pair of fresh channels k andk (one for each communication direction) to perform communications between the session body and e 1 .
• The expressions send(e) and receive(x ) send/receive objects on the active thread channel.
• The expression sendCase(e) {T 1 ⇒ e 1 . . . T n ⇒ e n } evaluates object e and sends it on the active thread channel, and then continues with e i , where T i is the class that best fits the class of the object sent. The meaning of receiveCase (x ){T 1 ⇒ e 1 . . . T n ⇒ e n } is the obvious one 2 .
• sendWhile(e) {T 1 ⇒ e 1 . . . T n ⇒ e n } is similar to sendCase(e) {T 1 ⇒ e 1 . . .
T n ⇒ e n }, except that it allows for enclosed continue . Thus, receiveWhile (x ){T 1 ⇒ e 1 . . . T n ⇒ e n } has the obvious meaning. The expression continue continues the execution at the nearest enclosing sendWhile or receiveWhile .
• The expression e s < T > {} evaluates the object e , and delegates to it the current session. The body of the session s in the class of that object (with the formal type 1 k andk plays for channels a role similar to that of this for objects. 2 Now, choice is based on the class of the object received.
parameters instantiated by T) is executed concurrently, using the current session. At the end, the final value of the body is passed to the current thread.
Paper Structure
The current paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe SAM g in terms of an example; in Section 3 we discuss the approach, how it would be incorporated into a "real" language. We study the language SAM g , in terms of a featherweight, smaller language, Feather SAM g : thus we give an overview of Feather SAM g , and discuss how it can encode the features used in the example, and how traditional methods can be encoded by SAM g sessions. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe the syntax, operational semantics and static typing of Feather SAM g , and in Section 6 we outline the proofs of subject reduction and of progress. In Section 7 we draw conclusions and discuss further work. The Appendix contains detailed proofs.
A preliminary version of the present paper without generic types was discussed at MPOOL'07 (http://homepages.fh-regensburg.de/ mpool/mpool07/programme.html).
An Example
In this section, we describe SAM g through an example, which expresses a typical collaboration pattern, c.f., [4, 5, 24] , and which generalizes the example of [8] . This simple protocol contains essential features which demonstrate the expressiveness of the new idioms of SAM g .
A card producer and a card customer collaborate for the design of a card, based on some customer's original photos. The photos are in a generic format X . The card customer starts by sending to the producer the list of the original photos. The producer creates a card based on the customer's originals and in the same image format, and send it to the customer. The customer examines the card, decides if it fits him, and either accept it or send to the customer a revised list of photos. This process repeats (iterates), until either the customer is satisfied or one between the customer and the producer breaks the negotiation. The customer expresses his satisfaction (and consequently the end of the iteration) by sending a single image, rather than further photo list. Both customer and producer can break the negotiation by sending instead a different object (for instance a String with a motivation). Thus, branch selection in control structures (here iteration) is based on the dynamic type of an object sent. When the customer and the producer reach agreement, the customer sends his address and receives a delivery date. The producer delegates to a shipper this part of the session. Delegation is implemented in SAM g by shifting the current channel to the delegated session.
Note that, the card producer needs to be capable to collaborate with customers who use different image formats. If the customer sends JPG originals, then the card producer should create JPG images too. If the customer sends GIF originals, then the card producer should create GIF images too. The customer is not allowed to sent the images in different formats, for example both JPG and GIF images. We express all this through generic classes and session types.
The session types RequestCard and SellCard (see Figure 2 ) describe the communication pattern between the CardProducer and the CardCustomer . session ManageDelivery = ?Address.!DeliveryDetails
The session type RequestCard describes the communication performed by the requestCard session. In the first branch (List < X >=>?{X => α, Object => ε} ) either an image of the same format is received and the process is repeated, or the negotiation is stopped by receiving an object of a different class (here we use the topmost class Object ). In the second branch (X =>!Address.?DeliveryDetails ) an address is sent and then delivery details are received. In the third branch (Object => ε ) the negotiation stops. The session type sellCard represent the dual behaviour.
Note that in both types the recursion variable is nested inside multiple choices, so that this behaviour could not have been expressed using regular expressions as in [8] . The use of recursive types has also other advantages, like that of allowing iterative expressions with multiple exit points and multiple recursions.
In Figure 3 we show the implementation of the class Customer. This class supports two sessions, requestCard and examineCard, with session type RequestCard and ExamineCard, both with return type Object. The body of requestCard is represented by a call to the session sellCard of cardProducer which runs the body of sellCard in parallel with the remaining part of the session body of requestCard. A connection will then be established between the two threads. The variable answer is supposed to contain initially the original list of photos. The iteration between customer and producer is expressed by the sendWhile expression (line 8) which has three cases. If a list of photos List < X > is sent (line 9) the producer reacts sending a single image of class X (line 10) representing the proposed card or breaking the negotiation sending a different object (line 13). In the former case the proposed card is analyzed by the session examineCard (whose implementation is only sketched in Figure 3 ), which returns the customer's reaction in the answer field (line 11). If the proposed card does not fit the customer, then the answer is a new list of photos, which is is meant to contain also suggestions of changes. If the customer is satisfied, the answer is the chosen card. Otherwise, if the customer decides to break the negotiation, the answer is a different object. The content of the answer field then is sent again to the producer via the sendWhile expression continuing the iteration. If the answer is an image (meaning that the card is accepted, line 15), then the customer send its address in addr, receives the expected Notice that in order to get an arbitrary number of repetitions, it is crucial to allow objects of different classes to be sent in the different iterations of sendWhile. Notice also that the session examineCard is an example of the implementation in SAM g of a traditional method (see the table in Figure 1 ).
The session type SellCard models a dual behaviour of RequestCard, in which the sending of a value in one end corresponds to its reception at the other.
In Figure 4 we show the implementation of the class CardProducer. The method sellCard represent the behaviour of the producer interacting with the customer as described above. The session createCard with session type CreateCard is another example of the implementation in SAM g of a traditional method. The output sent at the end of this session can be either a card of class X or an object of a different class to mean the break of the negotiation. The interesting new feature shown here is the delegation, on line 16, whereby, the shipper is requested to continue the session by application of the session body manageDelivery.
The session type ManageDelivery for the session manageDelivery of class Shipper in Figure 5 describes the receipt of an Address followed by sending of a DeliveryDetails object. Note, that the session body for manageDelivery is not aware whether it will be Object => ε} called through a session request, or through delegation.
The implementor of SellCard can collaborate with a thread requiring images of any format depending on the one used by the customer. For instance the session types of Figure 6 are obtained from RequestCard by instantiating X with JPG and GIF . As we said in the introduction, SAM g is a "kernel language", in the sense that it is only concerned with the best amalgamation of the object oriented features with the session part, but it is agnostic w.r.t. to the remaining features of the language, such as whether the language is distributed or concurrent, and the features for synchronization.
A core SAM g design choice is the amalgamation of sessions and generic methods. In particular, each session request causes a new thread to be spawned. This makes the language semantics very elegant, but, of course, might end up in creating an undesired number of threads. It would be a straightforward extension of the semantics to ensure the execution of "method-like" sessions (i.e. those which first receive values, then compute but do not communicate, and then send a value) in the same thread. Slightly more sophisticated schemes would be needed in a distributed setting with explicit locations to ensure that co-located objects execute in the same process.
In SAM g , each object has the capacity to execute at any point in time an unlimited number of threads. Thus an ATM would have the capability to serve any number of customers, even if its cash dispenser were empty. This is clearly an oversimplification, and it would be straightforward to add "readiness"-fields to SAM g so that an object can only execute a certain number of each of its sessions at each point in time, depending also on its internal state. Such schemes can be adapted from those in [7, 11] .
So far we have not concerned ourselves with whether we are dealing with a concurrent or a distributed setting. From the point of view of types, and assuming that in the distributed setting all threads would share a class table, the issue is irrelevant. This is why our core language, Feather SAM g , is concurrent, thus making the semantics much simpler.
However, when we go to a full language, for a concurrent setting we will need features to ensure synchronization, which we have left to further work. On the other hand, in a distributed setting we might need to consider issues to do with data marshalling, ownership, and heap partitioning, which we have also left to further work.
Feather
SAM g overview, and encoding of SAM
In order to explain and evaluate the SAM g approach, we designed a small, concurrent, imperative language Feather SAM g , whose expressions only support the basic oo features and also session request, session delegation, branching sending/receiving and loops. In more detail, Feather SAM g encompasses the following features:
• generic classes, inheritance, fields, session bodies, • field access, sequence, object creation, • the constructs which combine send/receive with branching and loops.
Thus, we omit from Feather SAM g two communication constructs used in the example in Section 2, i.e. send for sending, and receive for receiving.
In actual fact, the expression sendCase (e ){Obj ⇒ null Obj } encodes send (e ) and in a similar way, receiveCase (x ){Obj ⇒ x } encodes receive . Furthermore, we abbreviate sendCase and receiveCase to sendC and receiveC , and similarly for sendWhile and receiveWhile . Lastly, we abbreviate continue to cont.
Finally, we discuss how generic methods are special cases of Feather SAM g sessions. Thus, the method declaration
Similarly, method calls are special cases of session requests. In fact, in a session request of form o . s < V > {e }, the object o receives the request, s is the session name and V are the actual type parameters. Thus, a call of a generic method
. .}} where T 1 , . . . , T n , T are respectively the parameter and return types of the method m in the class of the object o . In Figure 7 we describe the syntax of Feather SAM g , a featherweight representation of our language, following the approach of [18] . We use gray to indicate runtime expressions, i.e. expressions that are produced in the reduction process, but are not expected to occur in the source code of a program. We also use the standard convention of denoting with ξ a sequence of elements ξ 1 , ..., ξ n . In the same way, we denote with #(ξ) the length n of the sequence and with ξ i the i-th element.
Generic types (ranged over by T, U, V) are either type variables (ranged over by X,Y ) or class types (ranged over by M, N), i.e. class names with parameters. Closed class types are class types which do not contain variables: we use F, G, H, K to range over them.
Programs are defined from a collection of generic classes. Each class has a list of bounded type parameters (X M), a list of fields of the form T f , where f represents the field name and T its generic type, and a list of sessions of the form < X M > T t s {e }, where X M are the type parameters of the session with their bounds, T is the return type, t the session type, s the session name, and e the session body. For the sake of conciseness the symbol represents class extension, as in [18] . Sequences of field declarations and sessions are assumed to contain no duplicate names in the class hierarchy. All classes are defined as extensions of the topmost class Obj . Notice that the only differences with respect to the class declaration of [18] are the replacement of generic methods by sessions and the absence of constructors.
The first two lines in the definition of expressions describes standard syntax of object oriented languages. The successive six lines describe the syntactic constructs which are characteristic of our approach, i.e. the request of a session, the delegation of a session, and the constructs for receiving and sending objects (communication expressions).
(generic type) In a session request e . s < T >{e } we call the expression e the co-body of the request.
The body of a communication expression is a sequence of alternatives, {T ⇒ e }, whose choice depends on the class of the value sent or received. The alternatives e i which contain cont expressions represent recursive computations, the other ones represent exit points. We distinguish between case and while communication expressions in the expected way. In a while communication expression k .sendW (e ){T ⇒ e } the expression e controls the loop.
Channels are implicit in the source language syntax. At runtime, communication channels k are introduced at each new session request. We denote the dual with. .., wherek is again a runtime channel, and where. .. is an involution:k = k . Whenever a thread uses a channel k for receiving, it also uses its dualk for sending, but only the channel k occurs in the runtime syntax of the thread. Note that the meaning of polarities is different from that in [13] , where polarities simply represent the two ends of a (unique) session channel.
Values are ranged over by v , objects by o , and parallel threads by P.

SAM g Operational Semantics
We assume a fixed, global class table CT, which as usual does not contain the definition of Obj . In Figure 8 we define the auxiliary functions for table lookup used in the operational Field lookup
Session body lookup semantics and typing rules.
Objects and values passed in asynchronous communications are stored in a heap. A heap h is a finite mapping with domain objects and channel names. Its syntax is given by:
where + denotes heap concatenation. 
otherwise. Fig. 9 . Channel Replacement.
if e = cont , e otherwise. same convention as before. With some abuse of notation we write v :: v and v :: v to denote respectively the first and the last element of a queue.
Heap membership for object identifiers and channels is checked using standard set notation, by identifying h with its domain, we can also write o ∈ h, and k ∈ h. We convene that h(null F ) = (F, ).
In order to discuss the operational semantics of Feather SAM g we start by listing the evaluation contexts (based obviously on runtime syntax). Figures 11 and 12 give the reduction rules of Feather SAM g . Since values are passed and stored in the heap the reduction relation is of the form where E is an evaluation context. The explicit mention of the evaluation context is needed in rule (SessReq-R) in which a new thread is generated in parallel with the evaluation context. For uniformity we have chosen to write in this way all reduction rules.
The first four rules of Figure 11 define the execution of standard object oriented constructions. The fifth rule, i.e. rule (Par-R), models the execution of parallel threads. In this rule parallel composition is considered modulo structural equivalence. As usual, we define structural equivalence rules asserting that parallel composition is associative and commutative:
The communication rules of Figure 12 are more interesting. We make use of the special channel replacement operation ... , and of the continuation replacement operation .../cont , defined in Figures 9 and 10 . Thus, e k is the expression e in which all occurrences of receive, send, and delegation expressions which are not within the co-body of a session request are extended, so that they explicitly mention the channel k they will use. Also, e e /cont is the expression e in which all occurrences of cont , that are not within the co-body of a session request or within the body of a send/receive loop, are replaced by e , thus preserving the correct nested structure of while expressions. The typing rules will ensure that communications on the current channel and cont cannot occur in expressions which control the loops in while communication expressions.
The rule (SessReq-R) models the connection between the co-body e of a session request v .s < G > {e } and the body e of the session s , with the type parameters instantiated by G, in the class of the value v . This connection is established through a pair of fresh channels k ,k . For this purpose the expression v .s < G > {e } reduces in the same context to its own co-body e k and in parallel, outside the context, it spawns the body [v /this]e k of the called session. The explicit substitution of k in e and ofk in e ensures that the communication is on the fresh dual channels k andk . Thus, an object can serve any number of session requests; this is the object-oriented counterpart to the [LINK] rule from [16] . Rule (SessDel-R) replaces the session delegation v s < G > {k } by [v /this]e k , where e is the body of the session s , with the type parameters instantiated by G, in the class of the value v . This allows a part of the communication to be delegated via the channel k to the value v : this delegation is transparent for the thread using the dual channelk . When the delegated job is over, the original thread can resume the communication via the channel k .
Note that in rules (SessReq-R) and (SessDel-R) when v = null F the session s plays the role of a static session of class F .
The communication rule for sendC , (sendCase-R), puts the value v , i.e. the result of evaluating the expression e , in the queue associated to the dual channelk of the communication channel k . The computation then proceeds with the expression e i , if F i is the smallest class in F to which the value v belongs. This is given by the conditions h(v ) = (F, ) and F ⇓ F = F i , where, using the subtyping relation introduced in next section (Figure 16 ), we define:
Dually the receive communication rule takes a value v from the queue associated to channel k and returns the expression [v /x ]e i , if F i is the smallest class in F to which the value v belongs.
In rules (sendCase-R) and (receiveCase-R) it is understood that the transition cannot fire if F ⇓ F = ⊥. However we will show that F ⇓ F is always defined in well typed expressions.
Rules (sendWhile-R) and (receiveWhile-R) simply realize the repetition using the case communication expressions. Note that sendW(E){F ⇒ e } is not an evaluation context, since we do not want to reduce the expression which controls the loop before the application of rule (sendWhile-R), in which the sendW expression is unfolded.
Feather
SAM g Typing
Types
Well formed Type Environments
Well formed Generic Types Well formed generic types can only be defined with respect to type environments, i.e. mappings from class variables to class types, which give upper-bounds to variables. In turn well formed type environments can only contain well formed class types. For this reason Figure 13 presents the mutually recursive definitions of well formed generic types and type environments.
Session types, t , describe the communications that take place during a session. The syntax of session types is: where we use † as a convenient abbreviation that ranges over {!, ?}. By ε we denote the empty communication, and the concatenation t 1 .t 2 expresses the communications in t 1 followed by those in t 2 . The session type ε is the neutral element of concatenation, so that ε.t = t = t .ε for all t .
The types !{T ⇒ t } and ?{T ⇒ t } express respectively the sending and the receiving of a value: depending on the class of this value the communication will proceed with one of the t .
In µ α. † {T ⇒ t } the session type variable α can occur inside t with the usual meaning of representing the whole session type.
The type is used only as session type for the command cont : it plays the role of a place holder which will be replaced by a type variable when the while expression is completed (see rules (RecW-T) and (SendW-T)).
Only well formed generic types can occur in well formed session types, see Figure 14 .
We consider recursive session types modulo fold/unfold: i.e. µ α.T = [µ α.T/α]T. So we equate µ α. † {T ⇒ t } to †{T ⇒ t } when α does not occur in †{T ⇒ t }.
We say that a session type is closed if it does not contain occurrences of free session type variables and of . Therefore each closed session type has one of the following shapes:
or a concatenation of the session types above. For simplicity we will use in definitions unfolded recursive types whenever possible.
Notice that the current session types are considerably simpler than those in [9] .
Typing of Channel Free Expressions
In this subsection we define typing for user expressions, in which communication channels are implicit. For technical reasons it is useful to consider also expressions with occurrences of object identifiers, which are not directly expressible in user syntax. We call these expressions channel free expressions. The term environments therefore will contain also type assignment to object identifiers. This allows a simpler integration of the user expression typing rules in the runtime typing rules, as we will see in next subsection. Fig. 17 . Duality relation.
The typing judgment has the shape
where ∆ is a type environment, which maps generic type variables to their bounds, Γ is a term environment, which maps this, cont, variables and objects to generic types, and t represents the session type of the active channel. Figure 15 defines well formed term environments in the standard way. Subtyping too as defined in Figure 16 is standard. Figures 18 and 19 give the typing rules. We take the metavariable z to range over this, or a variable x or an object identifier o .
(Axiom-Cont) derives for cont the assumed generic type and the session type . Rule (ContWeak) allows us to add an assumption on the cont variable and it is necessary since we want to type nested while communication expressions. Weakening for the other subjects of the term environments is instead an admissible rule.
Rule (Seq-T) uses session type concatenation to represent that first the communications in e 1 and then those in e 2 are performed. As usual the upper bound of X in ∆ (notation bound ∆ (T)) is defined by:
To assure a safe communication between two threads we must require their session types to be dual, i.e. that each send will correspond to a receive and vice versa. The exchanged values must also be of one of the classes expected by the receiver. Lastly all possible choices on the basis of the class of the exchanged value must continue with session types which are dual of each other. The duality is then the symmetric relation generated by the rules of Figure 17 , in which we consider folded recursive types, otherwise the definition wouldn't be well founded. The duality relation is used in rule (SessReq-T) to assure that the body of the session s in class M (after the substitutions of Y by V) and the co-body e of the request will properly communicate. Since has no dual type, the duality condition on the session type of e assures that all occurrences of cont in e are inside while communication expressions.
In typing session delegation (rule (SessDel-T)) we take into account that the whole expression will be replaced by the session body defined in the class of the expression to which the session is delegated, with the type parameters instantiated (cf. the reduction rule (SessDel-R)).
The rules (RecC-T) and (SendC-T) require all possible alternative expressions to have the same class, but they can implement different communication sequences. Rule (SendC-T) prescribes that the class type of e is the last alternative and that the bounds of all other alternatives are smaller or equal to the bound of the last alternative. Clearly this second requirement is necessary to allow values matching all the given alternatives. Note that (Axiom-Cont) and (Cont-Weak) allow to put cont in alternative to arbitrary branches and in the environments of branches not containing it. Note also that all alternatives are allowed to contain cont. We could easily avoid this by refining our typing system.
The typing rules for the while communication expressions are similar, but they also discharge the assumption on cont and replace the occurrences of in session types by a fresh variable α which will be bound by µ. In rule (SendW-T) typing e with session type ε pre-(S-OK) {X <: M, Y <: N}; {this : C < X >} e : T t t is closed Figure 20 defines well formed class tables. Rule (S-ok) type checks the session bodies with respect to a class C < X > taking as term environments the association between this and C < X >. Notice that has no dual type, so sessions whose bodies would be typed with types containing would be useless. This justifies the condition that t must be closed in rule (S-ok).
A last remark is that, since no typing rule generates free session type variables, then all session types in typing judgements are closed unless they contain occurrences of .
Typing of Runtime Expressions
In typing runtime expressions we need to take into account the session types of more than one channel. For this reason the typing judgements for runtime expressions have the shape
where Σ denotes a session environment which maps channels to session types. Well formed session environments are defined in Figure 21 . Fig. 22 . Concatenation of Session Environments.
Γ r e 1 :
Γ r e : F Σ Γ r e : f Type(F, f ) Σ Γ r e .f = e : f Type(F, f ) Σ.Σ Figures 23 and 24 give the typing rules for runtime expressions, which differ from those for channel free expressions for not having environment ∆, since at runtime all generic type variables have been instantiated, and for having session environments instead of an unique session type. For this reason we extend the concatenation of session types to session environments, see Figure 22 .
Notice that in rule (SessReq-T) we are making use of the judgment Γ e : F t , where the expression e does not contain channels, but it can contain object identifiers. This justifies our choice of considering channel free expressions instead of user expressions in the typing rules of previous subsection.
Notice also that the session environments of the branches in the communication expressions only contain the current channel as subject, since these expressions will never be reduced before the selection has been done. In rule (SendW-RT) we assume Γ r e : F n / 0, since the evaluation of e cannot start before the SendW expression has been unfolded to a SendC .
Finally, as in the case of channel free expressions, since no typing rule for runtime expressions generates free session type variables, then all predicates in session environments of (SESSREQ-RT) typing judgements are closed session types, unless they contain occurrences of .
Feather
SAM g Properties
In this section and in the following one we state the fundamental properties that assure that our system is well founded: subject reduction and progress. Subject reduction assures that well typing is preserved during reduction, excluding the possibility of unexpected runtime errors (in our case values that could not be handled by the operational semantics). Progress assures that a well typed expression will run until a meaningful value will be produced.
Subject Reduction
A first observation is that a user expression which can be typed in the system of Figures 18  and 19 with empty type environment can also be typed in the system of Figures 23 and 24 once the current channel is made explicit. The proof by induction on the structure of expressions is standard.
Proposition 6.1 / 0; Γ e : F t implies Γ r e k : F {k : t }. Let us notice that, if t = ε, then e k = e and one can show Γ r e : F / 0, which implies Γ r e : F {k : ε} by rule (Weak-RT). In order to state subject reduction we start by defining a judgment, t t , which describes that a session type t is at a later stage than another session type t .
Notice that not all session types which are related by describe session evaluations: for example, {G ⇒ ε} is not a possible later stage of µα?{F ⇒ α}.{G ⇒ ε}. Recall also that types are considered modulo µ equivalence, so an equivalent formulation of (Later-4) is µ α. ?{F ⇒ t } [µ α. ?{F ⇒ t }/α]t i . We choose the unfolded form for the sake of simplicity.
We now also extend the definition of to session environments in the obvious way:
A heap is well formed if all object fields contain objects of the expected classes.
A standard environment Γ and a heap h agree, if the heap is well formed and the classes of objects in the heap are the classes associated to them by the standard environment.
Lemma 6.2 states that the typing of E [e] can be broken down into the typing of e , and the typing of E[x]. Furthermore, Σ, the environment used to type E[x], can be broken down into two environments, Σ = Σ 1 .Σ 2 , where Σ 1 is used to type e , and Σ 2 is used to type E[x].
Lemma 6.2 (Subderivations)
If Γ r E [e] : T Σ, then there exist Σ 1 , Σ 2 , V, such that for all x fresh in E,Γ, we get Σ = Σ 1 .Σ 2 , and Γ r e : V Σ 1 , and Γ,
On the other hand, Lemma 6.3 allows the combination of the typings of E[x] and the typing of e , provided that the generic type of e is the same as that of x in the first typing.
As usual for proving Subject Reduction it is handy to show preservation of typing under various substitutions.
Lemma 6.4 (Type Substitution) If X <: M; Γ e : T Σ, and / 0
Proof As a paradigmatic case we show (2) for e i = cont . We have that Γ = Γ , cont : G and Γ, x :F i , cont :G r cont : G k : and Γ, x :F j , cont :G r e j : G k :t j for 1 ≤ j = i ≤ #(F). Then, applying rule (RecC-RT) we can derive
The last lemma expresses a standard property about the typing of session bodies. 
We can now state the Subject Reduction Theorem, which is not standard for two different reasons. The first reason is that we only type single expressions, but as result we can get parallel threads. The second reason is that receive expressions can never get values of wrong generic types. For example the execution of k .receiveC (x ){Bool ⇒ not x } if h(k ) = 3 is simply stopped, i.e. it does not produce a runtime error. For this reason, in contrast to the calculus of [6] , we do not need to require agreement between the values in the queues associated to channels by the heap and the session types of the same channels in the session environment. The above example also suggests that this agreement will be a key ingredient of the progress proof. Theorem 6.7 (Subject Reduction) If wf(Γ; h) and Γ r e : F Σ then (1) e , h −→ e , h implies ∃Σ , Γ such that Γ ⊆ Γ and Σ Σ , and wf(Γ ; h ), and
for some fresh k , and wf(Γ; h ), and ∃F , t , t such that Γ r e 1 : F Σ, k : t , and Γ r e 2 : F {k : t }, and t t .
The Appendix gives the proof of this theorem.
Progress
The proof of progress requires to study global properties of type preservation during the reduction of parallel threads. I.e. we need to take into account the values in the queues associated to channels and their relations with the session types of the channels themselves.
In the following definition we extend the notion of duality between session types taking into account also the values already sent by a thread, and waiting to be read by the thread which has the dual channel.
Definition 6.8 Let h be a heap, v be a queue of values in h and t , t two session types. The relation v t ∝ h t is defined by:
Intuitively, the definition above describes an agreement between the (session) type t of a channel k and the type t ofk after the values v have been memorized in the queue associated withk in h (recall that communication is asynchronous and that only one between the queues h(k ) and h(k ) can be nonempty). Thus, when the queue is empty (case (1) of the definition), t and t agree if they are dual. When the queue is v :: v i (case (2)), if the type t agrees with !{F ⇒ t }.t after the values v have been put in the queue, then it also agrees with the type t i .t , where t i is the session type of the branch obtained after putting in the queue the value v i . For instance, t agrees with t 1 .t via the values "a" :: true :: 3 (notation "a" :: true :: 3 t 1 .t ∝ h t ) if it agrees with !{Int ⇒ t 1 Obj ⇒ t 2 }.t via the values "a" :: true: indeed after branch selection (the sent value 3 is an Int ) the continuation of !{Int ⇒ t 1 Obj ⇒ t 2 }.t is t 1 .t .
The main lemma concerning the above relation says that if the type t of a channel k agrees with the type ?{F ⇒ t }.t ofk when h mapsk to the queue v i :: v , and F ⇓ F = F i , where F is the class of v i in h, then t agrees with t i .t when h mapsk to the queue v . A session environment and a heap are well formed if:
• the same set of channels occurs in the session environment and in the heap, • at least one between the queue of a channel and the one of its dual is empty, • when the queue of a channel k is empty, then the queue ofk composed by with the session type of k is in relation ∝ h with the session type ofk .
A standard environment, a session environment and a heap are well formed if both the heap with the standard environment and the heap with the session environment are well formed.
Definition 6.10 (1) The predicate wf(Σ; h) is defined by:
(2) wf(Γ; Σ; h) if wf(Γ; h) and wf(Σ; h).
It is easy to verify that wf(Σ; h) and k ∈dom(h) implyk ∈dom(h). Moreover wf(Σ; h) implies that all predicates in Σ do not contain occurrences of : this can be easily check by induction on Definition 6.8 (note that has no dual).
The following key lemma states that, by reducing parallel threads in a heap which is well formed with respect to the environments used to type the threads, we get parallel threads and heaps with the same well formedness property. (receiveCase-R).
where h(k ) = v :: v, and h(v ) = (G, ), and h = h[k → v] and G ⇓ G = G j . Since Γ r e i : F i Σ i , by rule (RecC-RT) and Lemma 6.2 we must have for some Σ i , t , t , H, and y fresh in E:
By the assumptions and Definitions 6.10 we get that v :: v Σ(k ) ∝ h ?{G ⇒ t}.t . Then by Lemma 6.9 we have that v Σ(k ) ∝ h t j .t . By rule (RecC-RT) we can derive Γ, x : G j r e j : H k : t j . From wf(Γ; h) and h(v ) = (G, ) and G ⇓ G = G j we get Γ r v : G j / 0 by applying (Axiom-RT) or (Null-RT) and possibly (Subs-RT). Then from Lemma 6.5(1) we have that Γ r [v /x ]e j : H k : t j , which Lemma 6.3 . Lastly we get Γ = Γ, and Σ i = Σ i , k : t j .t and h (k ) = v , which assure Σ Σ and wf(Γ ; Σ ; h ).
where h(k ) = v, and h(v ) = (G, ), and h = h[k → v :: v ], and G ⇓ G = G j . Since Γ r e i : F i Σ i , by rule (SendC-RT) (observing that a value is typed with the empty session environment) and Lemma 6.2 we must have for some Σ i , t , t , H, and y fresh in E:
By the assumptions and Definition 6.10 we have that v !{G ⇒ t}.t ∝ h Σ(k ), which implies v :: v t j .t ∝ h Σ(k ) by Definition 6.8. By rule (SendC-RT) we can derive Γ r e j : H k : t j , which implies Γ r E[e j ] : F i Σ i , k : t j .t by Lemma 6.3. Lastly we get Γ = Γ, and Σ i = Σ i , k :t j .t and h (k ) = v :: v , which assure Σ Σ and wf(Γ ; Σ ; h ).
The progress property assures that the evaluation of a well typed expression cannot get stuck on a communication deadlock, i.e. after every computation step either the computation can go on performing a further step or a parallel of values is obtained. The only exception, that cannot be excluded by the type system, is that a computation gives rise to a runtime error attempting to access a field of null object. This agrees with our choice of allowing a method to be called on a null object (a method could not need to access fields of the object on which it is called, similarly to static methods in Java).
We denote by −→ * the reflexive and transitive closure of −→.
Definition 6.12 (1) An expression e is a nullpointer failure if e is of the form E[null
(2) An expression e has the progress property if e , [ ] −→ * P, h implies that (a) either in P all expressions are values, i.e. P = v 1 | . . . | v n ; (b) or P, h −→ P , h ; (c) or there is a subexpression of P that is a null-pointer failure.
It is handy to take into account the order on which subexpressions of the same expression are reduced. To this aim we introduce the "follows" relation between expressions. We denote by C an arbitrary context, while E is an evaluation context. In the following we will consider only computations starting from initial expressions. An expression e is initial if it is an user expression and / 0; / 0 e : F ε for some F. This implies / 0 r e : F / 0 by the remark after Proposition 6.1. Note that trivially wf( / 0; / 0; [ ]), so we can start the computation of an initial expression with the empty heap.
We convene that all fresh channels created reducing parallel threads take successive indexes according to the order of creation, i.e. they are named k 0 , k 1 , . . .. This means that if P, h −→ * Q, h −→ * R, h and k i is a channel created in the reduction P, h −→ * Q, h , and k j is a channel created in the reduction Q, h −→ * R, h , then i < j.
The subject of a communication expression is the channel specified in its syntax on which the communication takes place. The index of a communication expression is the index of its subject.
The following crucial lemma states that a channel and its dual cannot occur in the same thread. Moreover it states that the order on communication expression indexes agrees with the "follows" relation between expressions.
Lemma 6.14 Let e , [ ] −→ * e 1 | . . . | e n , h where e is an initial expression. Then:
(1) no expression e i can contain occurrences of both k andk for some channel k , (2) if e , e are communication subexpressions of e i and e follows e , then the index of e is greater than or equal to the index of e .
Proof
(1) Straightforward, noting that the channels k andk are introduced by the rule (SessReq-R) in two different parallel threads. (2) In an initial expression the property holds. We now prove that the reduction preserves the property, namely if all the channels in the subexpressions of an expression are indexed in a not increasing order, starting from the redex to all the following expressions, in the sense of Definition 6.13, then after one step of reduction we get expressions that have the same property. The proof is by case analysis on the definition of −→. Case (SessReq-R). We have that In parallel we have the expression [v /this]e k , where e is a session body, so the only channel in this expression isk . Then this reduction rule preserves the property. Case (SessDel-R). We have that
be an expression in which the desired property holds.
Since v s < G > {k } is the redex, then k is the channel with the highest index. After one step of reduction, [v /this]e k is the first expression to be reduced next, and k is still the only channel which occurs in it. Case (sendCase-R). We have that
is an expression in which the desired property holds, then k is the channel with the highest index. The channel k is the only channel which occurs in the expressionsē . Then, after one step of reduction the expression e i can contain only the channel k , that is the one with the highest index, or it can contain no channel, but the context is unchanged, then the property still holds.
Cases (receiveCase-R), (receiveWhile-R) and (sendWhile-R). The proof is similar to the previous one. In all the remaining case no channel is introduced or modified, then the property is preserved.
Theorem 6.15 (Progress) If e is an initial expression, then e has the progress property.
Proof If e is initial we have / 0 e : T ε. Toward a contradiction we assume that e does not have the progress property. Then e , [ ] −→ * e 1 |...| e n , h which is irreducible and is not a parallel composition of values and it does not contain null-pointer failures. By Lemma 6.11 we have that there are Γ, Σ 1 , ..., Σ n and F 1 , ..., F n such that wf(Γ; Σ; h), where Σ = S 1≤i≤n Σ and Γ r e i : F i Σ i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We can assume without loss of generality that, for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, the expressions e 1 , ..., e m are not values. By Lemma 6.11 we get wf(Σ; h), which implies that all predicates in Σ do not contain . Therefore all occurrences of cont in e 1 , ..., e m must be nested in while communication expressions. Then the evaluation of the expressions e 1 , ..., e m can only be stopped by a receiving expression waiting for data in the associated channel. So for all 1 ≤ l ≤ m we must have e l = E[e l ], where e l is a case receiving communication expression. Let j be the highest among the indexes of the channels occurring in e 1 |...| e n . If both k j andk j occur in e 1 |...| e n , then by Lemma 6.14(1) they occur in two different expressions, let them be e p and e q with 1 ≤ p = q ≤ m. By Lemma 6.14(2) the subjects of the two expressions e p and e q are the channels k j andk j . Moreover we must have that Σ p (k j ), Σ q (k j ) are of the forms ?{F ⇒ t }.t , ?{G ⇒ t }.t , since e p and e q are case receiving expressions. If h(k j ) is not empty, then let h(k j ) = v :: v , and by Lemma 6.9 h(v ) = (F, −) and F ⇓ F is defined, so e p can perform a (ReceiveCase-R) step against the hypothesis. Similarly if h(k j ) is not empty. Otherwise, if both h(k j ) and h(k j ) are empty, then by Lemma 6.11 we get wf(Σ; h), which implies Σ q (k j ) Σ p (k j ). But this is impossible since Σ p (k j ) and Σ q (k j ) are of the forms ?{F ⇒ t }.t , ?{G ⇒ t }.t . If only k j occurs in e 1 |...| e n , then we must have Σ(k j ) = ε and from wf(Σ; h) get that h(k j ) is not empty, and so we can argue as before.
Summary, Conclusions, and Further Work
We believe that both communication based and object oriented programming will be crucial vehicles for the development of safe concurrent and/or distributed, collaborating programs. We also believe that an integration of these paradigms should be achieved thorough amalgamation rather than extension.
We have suggested such an amalgamation, whereby sessions subsume generic methods, threads consist of the execution of session bodies on objects and communicate with each other through asynchronously sending/receiving objects on channels. Conditional choices are based on the classes of objects, data are exchanged between threads running sessions via channels using asynchronous communication and sessions can be delegated to other sessions.
One major deviation of SAM g w.r.t. other sessions languages, is that SAM g sessions are not first class, and in spite of this we are using the concept of delegation. This significantly simplifies the system, although it restricts the expressive power. We believe that this restric-tion has small practical relevance, i.e. that most useful applications can be written with this restriction.
We want to investigate the expressive power of the paradigm in terms of more examples. We also want to explore how slightly extend the expressiveness of delegation, so that it supports an initial and a final dialogue before and after the delegation. In terms of the example from Section 2, the card producer might have an initial dialogue with the shipper before delegating e.g., giving precise instruction on how to pack the cards, and might have a final dialogue after the delivery date has been sent, e.g., receiving more detailed information about the way of shipping the cards.
After that, we plan to explore full language designs based on SAM g , e.g., adding concurrency and synchronization for kernel applications, or, alternatively considering distribution and data duplication issues for web services applications.
Let the last applied rule be (receiveCase-R):
From wf(Γ; h) and h(v ) = (G, ) and G ⇓ F = F i we get Γ r v : F i / 0 by applying (Axiom-RT) or (Null-RT) and possibly (Subs-RT). From Γ r k .receiveC (x ){F ⇒ e } : F Σ we get by (RecC-RT) Σ = {k :?{F ⇒ t }} and Γ, x : F i r e i : F {k : t i } where 1 ≤ i ≤ #(F). So we conclude by Lemma 6.5 (1) since ?{F ⇒ t } t i .
Let the last applied rule be (sendCase-R):
From Γ r k .sendC (v ){F ⇒ e } : F Σ we get by (SendC-RT) Σ = {k : !{F ⇒ t }} and Γ r e i : F {k : t i } for 1 ≤ i ≤ n = #(T).
Let the last applied rule be (receiveWhile-R):
k .receiveW Let the last applied rule be (sendWhile-R):
k .sendW (e ){F ⇒ e }, h −→ k .sendC (e ){F ⇒ e }, h where e i = e i k .sendW (e ){F ⇒ e }/cont . From Γ r k .sendW (e ){F ⇒ e } : F Σ we get by (SendW-RT) Σ = {k : µ α. !{F ⇒ [α/ ]t }} and Γ r e : F n / 0 and Γ, cont : G r e i : F {k : t i } and / 0 F i <: F n where 1 ≤ i ≤ n = #(F) and α fresh in t . Let t i = [µ α. !{F ⇒ [α/ ]t }/α]t i . By Lemma 6.5(3) we get Γ r e i : F {k : t i }. By rule (SendC-RT) we conclude Γ r k .sendC (e ){F ⇒ e } : F {k : !{F ⇒ t }}.
